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It is most fitting that iPalpiti celebrates Eduard Schmieder’s 70th year, opening the Festival
with a gala at Music Center’s Walt Disney Concert Hall, just a year after iPalpiti’s own 20th
anniversary. Their lifelines are inextricably intertwined.
Maestro Schmieder has dedicated his life to music, as a virtuoso violinist, as a renowned
teacher, as a conductor, and as an inspirational teacher to a generation of musicians. In this
remarkable history, the year 1997 was a turning point. With the support and
encouragement of the late Lord Yehudi Menuhin, Laura and Eduard Schmieder founded the
organization we now know as iPalpiti, with the most ambitious goals: to imbue the next
generation with the profound musical values so valued by Menuhin, the Schmieders and by
the most dedicated musicians of the classical tradition. At the time, this project was nothing
short of a labor of love, but its ultimate success was, at best, a mere glint in the founders’
eyes.
Now, two decades later, those goals have been achieved, con spirito. iPalpiti has performed
important compositions new and old around the globe, created a broad and respected
discography, but most important, it has been the springboard for a generation of great
classical musicians, who now populate the world’s leading ensembles and the solo stage. It
is especially encouraging that several iPalpiti alumni have themselves gone on to found
their own music festivals for emerging artists, carrying forward iPalpiti’s mission. The seeds
planted in 1997 have borne exceptional fruit.
None of this could have happened without Schmieder’s exceptional musical depth and
sensitivity, and his infectious way of transmitting it. As the late Theodore Bikel once said,
“Eduard is incapable of performing a meaningless note.” His conducting and his teaching
painstakingly search out the heart of music, hence the name iPalpiti: heartbeats. In a time
where irony, distance and intellectual reserve are so highly valued, Schmieder retains the
belief that music has the power to open hearts and heal souls, and to summon the better
angels of our nature. With iPalpiti, he has brought this vision to audiences and performers
around the world.
On this, his 70th year, Eduard Schmieder can look out and see that his message of hope and
beauty has been received by a generation of great young musicians, and by a worldwide
audience that appreciates the depth of his musical commitment.
Happy birthday, Maestro!
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